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BIomass

Drax Power Station, once the largest coal-ﬁred power station in the
UK has undergone a radical transformation project to become the
biggest decarbonisation project in Europe.
Two thirds of the power station now run on sustainable biomass, in the form of compressed wood pellets.
Drax Power Station produces enough renewable energy to power over 4 million homes. MAT were part
of the team developing and constructing the biomass handling facilities from ship to rail at the ports
of Immingham and Liverpool.
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The Gladstone Biomass facility is designed to handle
a throughput of 3 million tonnes per annum of biomass
wood pellets. The facility unloads the biomass pellets
from vessels, transports via conveyor systems to a
storage facility and reclaims from the storage facility
for onward transportation via a rail load-out facility.
The Storage Facility consists of three circular storage
silos each having a capacity of around 34,000 tonnes
providing a total usable facility storage capacity of
100,000 tonnes.
The site is highly compact and sits on the quayside
at Gladstone Dock in Liverpool. In preparing the layout,
consideration had to made whether it would be feasible
to incorporate future capacity by adding further storage
vessels.

As well as the large material conveying systems, the
ship unloading and rail load-out facilities, the overall
plant had to include several smaller systems to ensure
safety and reliability. The systems included dust
protection, ﬁre and explosion prevention/protection
metal separation, contaminant removal and automatic
quality sampling. All of these subsystems had to be
integrated into the Terminal Control System (TCS) which
operated the entire plant and provided all of the necessary operational data and control, to ensure throughput
is reliable and predictable.

Risk Analyses and Conformity
The requirement for hazard identiﬁcation and analysis
has a key role within the UK Industrial sector and
achieving the requirements to satisfying UK regulations
and legislation is critical for any organisation wishing
to trade within the UK and with the EU. MATL were
tasked to represent the main contractor in assessing
and designing out the risks across the whole plant and
play a critical role in the liaison between each of the
modular subcontractors to ensure that safety and
conformity could be and were achieved.
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Functional Control

Interface Management

Our unique approach and clarity towards the project
ensured that MATL were selected for the design
speciﬁcation of this critical component to the plant.
The Terminal Control System (TCS) integrates all
aspects of the plant to enable site wide control and
awareness of the systems conditions from a central
control room. With a requirement to audit the products
being oﬄoaded, stored and shipped to the power station
and a need to maximise product ﬂow under varying
conditions, we were instructed to develop the overall
control philosophy to deﬁne the plant function, as well
as accommodating the site construction in two phases,
bringing it into operation safely.

Several of the third party systems incorporated their
own self-contained controls and their diverse interfaces
had to be integrated over network interfaces to
communicate blocks of data between them.

For ease of design, construction and commissioning,
we modularised the plant control system into logical
functional sections to enable the automated control
aspects to be easily identiﬁed. Plant control was shared
between several local SCADA stations to enable multiple
user interaction.

As part of our design and co-ordination remit, MATL
liaised with each supplier to ensure that the information
could be exchanged in both directions. These included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silo vibrating ﬂoor (Vibraﬂoor)
Sampler system (M&W Jawo)
Continuous ship unloader (Siwertell)
Silo temperature monitoring (Agromatic)
Rail load out system (Kukla)
Storage smoulder detection systems (Fireﬂy)
Continuous belt weigher (Kukla)
Thermal surface cameras (VTec Zoom)
Magnetic separator (MasterMagnets)
Non-magnetic metal detector (Wagner Magnete)

For more information on our Engineering and Consulting
Services, please contact us by phone or email, or visit
our website at www.matl.co.uk
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